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Presentation Notes
The purpose of this presentation is to describe an adaptive approach to the sequencing of very large conifer genomes. Long considered a task so daunting it might never be achieved, the development of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has opened the door to deciphering even these leviathan genomes. The work described in these slides reflects the continuous evolution of the state-of-the-art in genome sequencing and the specific approaches of a team of researchers funded by the USDA NIFA AFRI program ($14.625 million dollars over five years). It is anticipated that the draft reference sequences produced by the PineRefSeq project, formerly known as the Loblolly Pine Genome Project, will dramatically change the landscape of forest genetics. 



Reference Genome Sequence:
For any given organism (species), the
complete and ordered “assembly” of DNA,
as denoted by the nucleotides A, T, C, and G. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A reference genome sequence is that which results from de novo sequencing and assembly of a haploid complement of an organism’s genome. It is the initial sequence to which all subsequent sequences are ultimately compared and therefore it must be as complete as possible given fiscal and technical constraints. The challenges to assembling the billions of bases of a conifer genome in the proper order are monumental and will be discussed at some length during this module. The reference genome leads to the identification of all or most of the genes in an organism, and reveals features of the genome structure such as the amount and order of repetitive elements, the nature of regulatory elements, and so forth. Re-sequencing, or sequencing of other individuals of the same species, is vastly less time consuming and costly once a reference genome exists. Re-sequencing reveals the amount and distribution of genetic variation (mutations) within a genome on an individual or population basis.



Why Do We Need a Conifer Genome Sequence?

Fundamental Genetic Information

Phylogenetic Representation

Ecological Representation

Development of Genomic Technologies

Economic Importance 

Photo credit: Nicholas Wheeler, UC Davis
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A reference sequence provides the most fundamental genetic information available – information required to understand conifer biology and aid in guiding management of genetic resources. The conifer reference sequences will identify virtually all of the genes in the genome and lay the foundation for determining their function or purpose to the species. It provides insight on how genes are regulated, the amount and distribution of repetitive elements, and the nature of how the genome evolved over time.A reference genome for a conifer will provide phylogenetic representation in the “tree of life” where none currently exists. This will allow comparative genomic studies of gymnosperms and flowering plant that are not now possible. The conifers (gymnosperms) are the oldest of the major plant clades, arising some 250 to 300 million years ago. They provide the key to our understanding of the origins of genetic diversity in higher plants.Conifers are of immense ecological importance, comprising the dominant life forms in most of the temperate and boreal ecosystems in the Northern Hemisphere. Many conifers, such as the lodgepole pine pictured here, have huge natural ranges. Lodgepole pine, for instance, extends from the boreal forests in Yukon to Mexico, from the Pacific coast to the Front Range of the Rockies. Reference genomes for conifers will help elucidate how they can adapt to these wide-ranging conditions, and will likely aid in assisting species to deal with anticipated global climate and environmental change. In addition, conifers represent a vast global carbon sink that ameliorates rising carbon dioxide levels.Also, a conifer reference genome will help advance genomic technologies. The analytical and computational challenge of building a reference sequence for such large genomes will drive development of tools, strategies, and human resources throughout the genomics community.Finally, forests and conifers in particular are of great economic worth. Globally, the gross value of the forestry sector, including manufacturing, is estimated to be US $354 billion, or about 1.2% of GDP (FAO, 2005). A third of the United States is covered by forestland and the American forest products industry contributes ~$50 billion annually to the income of ~ 1.6 million workers and their families. Southern pines provide ~58% of the timber in the US and 15.8% of the world’s timber. Collectively, timber is among the most highly valued commodities in America.In a previous slide it was shown that no fewer than eight conifer genomes are currently being sequenced. It is fair to ask why the scientific community needs more than one or a few, at most. There are legitimate reasons for seeking multiple genome sequences. Each subsequent genome sequence of related genomes will improve the quality and quantity of reference sequence that can be assembled. Conifers are old and have been evolving and diverging for 10s of millions of years and species thrive across a wide range of environments. No doubt they have developed divergent genetic approaches to dealing with these environments. Many basic and applied research questions can be started, advanced or resolved by comparative genomics of related species with varying ecological preferences. Finally, there is, in a sense, an economy of scale. Return on investment in sequencing of multiple genomes is dramatically improved due to reduced costs of assembly of subsequent genomes.



Genome Sequencing – A Short History

The rate of publication of plant 
genomes, updated in late 2011

Figures courtesy of the CoGePedia and Phytozome.org websites.

A phylogenetic tree of all plants with
published full genomes as of May 13, 2012
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Since the year 2000, following the announcement of the draft completion of the human genome, the pace of whole genome sequence acquisition for both plants and animals has increased rapidly. The first plant to be sequenced, Arabidopsis thaliana, paved the way for the sequencing of a broad spectrum of plants from across the phylogenetic landscape. The thoughtful manner in which species were selected for sequencing at labs such as the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) has provided scientists with the opportunity to conduct meaningful comparative genome analyses across the plant kingdom. As of early 2012, reference genome sequences of well over 30 plant species had been published, and dozens more are nearly completed, but not published, or in some stage of acquisition. Information on the status of species for which sequences have been completed or are in the process of being sequenced may be found at Comparative Genomics (CoGe) and JGI (Phytozome) websites, among others.



Existing & Planned Angiosperm Tree Genome Sequences
As of mid-2012

1 Genome size: Approximate total size, not completely assembled. 
2 Number of Genes: Approximate number of loci containing protein coding sequence.
3 Status: Assembly / Annotation versions 

Species Genome Size1

(Mbp)
# of Genes2 Status3

In Progress with Draft Assemblies  

Populus trichocarpa Black Cottonwood 500 ~40,000 2.0 / 2.2

Eucalyptus grandis Rose Gum 691 ~36,000 1.0 / 1.1

Malus domestica Apple 881 ~26,000 1.0 / 1.0

Prunus persica Peach 227 ~28,000 1.0 / 1.0

Citrus sinensis Sweet Orange 319 ~25,000 1.0 / 1.0

Carica papaya Papaya 372 -

Amborella trichopoda Amborella 870 -

Betula nana Dwarf Birch 450 - 1.0 / -

In Progress or Planned – No Published Assemblies

Castanea mollissima Chinese Chestnut 800 -

Salix purpurea Purple Willow 327 -

Quercus robur Pedunculate Oak 740 -

Populus spp. and ecotypes Various Various -

Azadirachta indica Neem 384 -

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first tree genome to be sequenced was that of the black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) from the Pacific Northwest USA. First published in 2006, a second version of the genome assembly and annotation has now been posted. Draft sequences of a number of other angiosperm trees have been reported, though not all have been published or are yet publicly available. This list is sure to grow rapidly. 



Existing and Planned Gymnosperm Tree Genome Sequences
As of mid-2012

1 Genome size: Approximate total size, not completely assembled. 
2 Number of Genes: Approximate number of loci containing protein coding sequence.
3 Status: Assembly / Annotation versions; See http://www.phytozome.net for all publicly released tree genomes. 
Conifer genomes will also be posted here as they are completed. 

Species Genome Size1

(Mbp)
# of Genes2 Status3

Gymnosperms

Picea abies Norway Spruce 20,000 ? Pending

Picea glauca White Spruce 22,000 ? Pending

Pinus taeda Loblolly Pine 24,000 ? Pending

Pinus lambertiana Sugar Pine 33,500 ? Pending

Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas-fir 18,700 ? Pending

Larix sibirica Siberian Larch 12,030 ? Pending

Pinus pinaster Maritime Pine 23,810 ? Pending

Pinus sylvestris Scots Pine 23,000 ? Pending
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Presentation Notes
Reference genome sequences for representatives of the gymnosperms, which consist principally of coniferous trees, are pending for at least 8 species, as noted here. Gymnosperms, which arose more than 250 million years ago, have substantially larger genomes than do the younger angiosperm tree species, which began to appear perhaps 130 to 150 million years ago. Most conifer genomes are 6 to 10 times larger than the human genome, for instance, and contain a great deal of repetitive DNA and large gene families. Attempts to sequence these very large genomes have had to wait for the development of next-generation sequencing technology, advanced computing capacity, and improved assembly algorithms. The first draft of a conifer genome, loblolly pine, was announced and posted at the Project’s website in June of 2012, by PineRefSeq, a USDA NIFA funded Project, and sponsor of this learning module. The Project website is noted in slide two of this presentation.

http://www.phytozome.net/
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As noted earlier, the dramatic increase in sequence acquisition was facilitated in large part by technological advances on many fronts. As next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies came on-line, the costs of acquiring a base-pair of sequence dropped precipitously. So much data were generated that labs often struggled to increase their infrastructure of data storage to accommodate it. Funding of genome sequencing clearly needed to take into account both acquisition and data storage. Furthermore, assembling the sequence into the right order requires a great deal of computing power. Short of having access to super computers, most labs have relied on server “farms” to power such memory and CPU-hogging requirements.  Today (mid – 2012), around 12 to 16 million bases of sequence can be obtained for a dollar using Illumina’s Hi-Seq technology. Third-generation technology developers, such as Oxford’s Nanopore, claim sequence costs may dip to 100 million bases per dollar in the very near future. These remarkable advancements have largely removed the major constraints, those being time and money, that have previously prevented sequencing the large and complex conifer genomes. In later slides we will explore how these new technologies are being employed and how the data are being used.



Challenges to Sequencing a Conifer Genome

Image Credit: Modified from Daniel Peterson, Mississippi State University
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There are a number of challenges to obtaining a reference genome sequence for a conifer, not the least of which is the size of their genomes. As seen in this figure, genome size varies considerably across a range of 181 gymnosperms (mostly conifers), ranging from 6 billion to over 30 billion base pairs. The enlarged inset allows for the contrast of these behemoths with the genome sizes for a number of species for which reference genomes have been published: Arabidopsis, rice, poplar, sorghum, soybean, and corn. Before next-gen sequences became available, it was estimated it would take nearly 30 years to sequence a conifer. Today, technically, it can be done in a matter of months.But size is not the only hurdle. Conifer genomes generally possess large gene families (duplicated and divergent copies of a gene), and abundant pseudo-genes. Beyond the duplicated gene (and pseudo-gene) content, it appears that the vast majority of the remaining conifer genome is composed of moderately or highly repetitive DNA of unknown or poorly understood function. Correct assembly of the genomic puzzle with so many identical or nearly identical pieces requires a more thorough and sophisticated sequencing and assembly effort than is typically the case.Finally, we should note that most conifer species, and individual trees, retain an enormous reservoir of genetic diversity. Studies have shown that single nucleotide polymorphisms occur once every 50 to 100 bases throughout sampled areas of the conifer genome. Consequently, trying to sequence a diploid individual with all that variation can confound the sequence assembly function. Clearly the task of building a reference sequence for a conifer, or any other large genome organism for that matter, is a significant challenge. As scientists evaluate methods to overcome these challenges, an adaptive approach is being used. In the next slide we will describe a number of techniques that are being evaluated in our attempt to create reference genomes for three conifer species: loblolly pine, sugar pine and Douglas-fir.



Elements of a Conifer Genome Sequencing Project
Approaches to Resolving Challenges

Figure Credit: Nicholas Wheeler, University of California, Davis
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There is no single recipe or established strategy for sequencing large and complex genomes. Approaches for doing so are continually evolving and improving, and different organisms may require different approaches. In the project we will describe here, an adaptive approach that embraces current and developing best sequencing technologies and assembly strategies will be used, carefully testing methods and techniques to ensure optimal efficiency is eventually approximated. The path chosen will be guided by approaches that will simplify assembly of the genome. These approaches can be generally described as 1) the use of complementary sequencing strategies designed to simplify the process through use of actual or functionally haploid genomes and 2) conducting assembly in iterative steps, beginning with reduced size of individual assemblies, and leading to a meta-assembly.The figure above outlines the major elements of the genome sequencing approach that will be described in coming slides. The process begins with a deliberate selection of an individual tree for which the genome will be sequenced and proceeds through sequencing, assembly, and annotation. These processes are facilitated by the use of large-insert and jumping libraries, genetic mapping, and transcriptome sequencing. The entire process is reliant on database creation, management, and access. Though shown here as a somewhat linear flow of activities, in reality, all activities are conducted more or less simultaneously and iteratively. Each of the elements will be discussed in further detail in the coming slides.



Acquiring the Sequence
Target Genome, Appropriate Tissues for DNA & RNA 

Haploid
Haploid megagametophyte tissue
1N
Shotgun sequenced (ie whole 
genome broken into small random 
fragments and sampled at random 
for sequencing)

Diploid
Diploid needle tissue
2N
40 Kb cloned fosmids, pooled
and sequenced (40,000 bp DNA 
fragments analyzed in groups of 
~1000, as subsets of the genome)

Figure Credit: Nicholas Wheeler, University of California, Davis
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A reference genome sequence is intended to represent a very significant proportion of the total genome sequence of an organism, and at the very least, identify and sequence through all expressed genes, their promoter regions and other regulatory elements in the genome. The task is daunting and obtaining truly complete sequences for complex genomes is simply a naïve target. However, by combining complementary strategies to obtaining sequence in sufficient quantity and quality, excellent approximations to a complete sequence are feasible. At least that is the working hypothesis being tested here. The process begins by selecting the genome to be sequenced (a single tree) and the tissues that will provide the source nucleic acids for sequencing.In our project we have selected individual trees, one from each of three species, from breeding programs. These trees have known genetic qualities, existing genetic resources, such as mapping and QTL populations, and are unencumbered by intellectual property constraints.  We have adopted two complementary approaches to acquiring sequence from DNA collected from needle and seed tissues. As previously alluded to, both approaches seek to produce actual or functionally haploid representation. The majority of sequence will be derived from shotgun sequencing of haploid DNA obtained from the megagametoyphytic tissue of a single seed!  A second approach to reducing genome complexity is to divide the genome into many random haploid partitions using fosmid clonal pools, each with a genome size of about 1% of the complete genome. Assembly of these smaller pools will be done individually, and then combined in a larger assembly which can ultimately be consolidated. To help pull it all together, sequence will be obtained from an array of “jumping” or “joining” libraries. The jumping libraries consist of paired-end sequence reads of large stretches of DNA of known but variable length. The utility of the jumping library comes both from its ability to span DNA stretches between contigs, and thus pull them together in scaffolds, and to provide good estimates of the distance of undefined sequence, which assists in the final assembly.



Assembling the Reference Sequence
The Essence of Assembly

This general approach is called OLC or Overlap-Layout-Consensus.

Figure Credit: Nicholas Wheeler, University of California, Davis
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So we know how and from where the conifer sequence will be derived and a general idea of how it will be put together. Historically, simply obtaining the massive quantity of sequence for large genomes was a show-stopping stumbling block. However, next-generation sequencing technology has made sequence acquisition fast and affordable – it is simply no longer an obstacle. The tallest hurdle to be cleared remains – assembling the massive quantity of sequence into its proper order. The task of genome assembly is akin to assembling a giant jigsaw puzzle. The loblolly pine tree genome is about 7 times larger than the human genome, and the first draft assembly is nearly 5 times larger than any other plant genome previously sequenced and assembled (wheat estimated genome size is 17 gigabases but the draft assembly is only 5.5 Gb).Assembling the conifer genome requires putting together a jigsaw puzzle of 15 to 20 billion pieces or reads, each read being about 100 to 150 bp in length. The process illustrated in this slide is called the OLC or Overlap-Layout-Consensus algorithm. It is the approach taken for all of the early genome assemblies that were based largely on Sanger sequencing methods, which yield sequence reads of 600 to 1000 bp rather than the 100 to 250 bp reads typical of Illumina technology. Well-known software packages using this approach are the Celera Assembler, PCAP, Phusion, and Arachne. The best known of these is probably the Celera Assembler which, with many enhancements added in recent years, can assemble data sets of up to 1 billion reads. An alternative approach to assembly is known as the de Bruijn graph assembly method. Assembly programs based upon the de Bruijn approach include SOAPdenovo, Allpaths-LG, Velvet, and Abyss. These packages are commonly used on Illumina-generated sequences. In the next few slides we will discuss these alternative approaches and the overall strategy for assembling the massive conifer genomes that the PineRefSeq project has adopted.



Assembling the Reference Sequence
Based on Whole Genome Shotgun Sequencing

Figure Credit: Nicholas Wheeler, University of California, Davis
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Genome sequencing, like most technical efforts, has produced a specialized lexicon.  Many of these terms will be introduced in coming slides, but perhaps not always in the order that helps viewers interpret earlier slides.  This slide, which will be shown again and discussed at length, is intended to both introduce terms and provide an illustration of steps in sequence acquisition and assembly.  Specifically, we want to introduce the terms “paired-end reads”, “contigs”, “scaffolds”, and “jumping libraries”.  Two types of paired-end reads are illustrated here. The engine behind current high-throughput sequencing methods is the paired-end reads of short stretches of sheared DNA.  Sequences are obtained for 100 to 150 base pairs (bp) from each end of a DNA fragment that varies in overall length from 200 to 600 bp.  In this figure, known sequence is shown in green, unknown intervening sequence is shown in orange.  In many cases, the entire fragment sequence is known.  By combining overlapping known sequences, a contiguous sequence can be built.  These are known as contigs.  Literally millions of contigs of varying length ( a few hundred to many thousands of bp) are typically created in large genome projects.  Contigs can be further organized into larger groupings called scaffolds.  This is done by paired-end reads of DNA fragments of much larger size than noted above,. These large fragments may be a few thousand to 40 thousand bp in length.  This process is illustrated at the bottom of the slide.  These vary large insert fragments are collectively known as jumping libraries. With that, lets begin a more detailed discussion of the elements of a genome sequencing project. 



Transcriptome (RNA) sequencing defines the
genes expressed in different pine tissues

Figure Credit: Modified from Keithanne Mockaitis, Indiana University
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A complementary element of building a reference genome sequence is the characterization of the organism’s transcriptome. The transcriptome is the entire set of RNA transcripts in the cell, tissue, or organ from which the RNA was collected. It is the product of all the genes that are being expressed at that time and place. Since the transcriptome is tissue and time specific, any given attempt to sample it will surely under-represent the total complement of functional genes in the genome. It is simply a snapshot in time of what genes are being expressed, and how they are being expressed. Consequently, it is desirable to sample transcripts (mRNA) from many tissues, collected under different environmental conditions, and at different times in the development of the plant if a “complete” characterization of the plant’s transcriptome is desired. In the conifer reference genome project, two dozen or more RNA/cDNA libraries have been used to characterize the transcriptome of each selected genotype or individual. In many cases, libraries are collected from plants that have been subjected to experimental treatments or stresses.  cDNA, or complementary DNA, is the product of reverse transcription of mRNA.  The cDNA’s have only DNA sequence that is used to code for a gene product (does not contain intron sequences for instance). Collectively, cDNA libraries produce an array of EST’s or Expressed Sequence Tags. The transcriptome is substantially more complex than the genome. While the DNA content of an individual is virtually constant throughout every cell, the transcript of a gene may vary considerably. Transcripts may be modified, alternately spliced, edited, and degraded on the way to being translated into protein. The transcriptome can help us understand how cells differentiate and respond to changes in their environment.The term transcriptomics refers to the global analysis of gene expression in an organism, or expression profiling. Methods and approaches to characterizing the transcriptome and gene expression have evolved rapidly over the last decade and will be discussed further in the following slides.While the most direct way to identify a gene is to document the transcription of a fragment of the genome, such as is done with the sequencing of ESTs, protein coding sequences may also be identified by a process known as ab initio gene discovery using software that recognizes features common to protein coding transcripts. This is done by analyzing the genome sequence directly. Generally, both approaches are used, though for the latter all putative genes must be confirmed by a second line of evidence before they may be elevated to gene status.



Library N, quality
filtered

Nucleotides Transcripts 
Assembled

Mean Contig
Length

Unique 
Transcripts

Pila Needles & Candles 454 
(Newbler) 1,096,017 387,174,063 28,910

955 49,035

Pila Needle RNASeq (Trinity) 33,961

Psme Needles and Candles 
454 (Newbler) 1,216,156 419,643,998 25,041

961 92,897
Psme Needle RNASeq 
(Trinity) 99,936

Pita Shoot 454 (Newbler) 874,971 205,284,775 62,342

1,124 48,842Pita Callus 454 (Newbler) 882,199 344,842,307 37,322

Pita Stem 454 (Newbler) 934,760 310,498,816 43,234

Preliminary Results of Transcriptome Reference
Sequencing for Three Conifer Species

Updated summary of transcriptome assemblies from 454 (CCG, JGI) and RNASeq (FS) in 
Psme (Douglas-fir), Pila (sugar pine), and Pita (loblolly pine).

Loblolly Pine: Unique complete protein coding genes: 87,602!
(Over one million alternative transcripts associated with above loci)
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An example of the transcriptome sequencing efforts from the conifer genome sequencing project outlined in this presentation shows preliminary results of combined sequencing efforts based on Roche 454 and Illumina RNASeq sequencing platforms for three conifer species: sugar pine, Douglas-fir, and loblolly pine, each represented by multiple tissue cDNA libraries. The data in the table represents the total number of sequencing reads (N) used to assemble the transcript sequence, the total number of nucleotides sequenced, the number of transcripts assembled for each library, the average length of the resulting transcripts (in base pairs), and the total number of unique transcripts for each species. The column titled library reflects the species, tissue from which RNA was derived and the software program used to assemble the transcript contigs.At this point in the assembly of the reference transcriptome the number of unique transcripts is presumed to be a significant over-estimate of the true number of expressed genes in the organism. Two or more transcripts may represent the same expressed gene, either as alternatively spliced products, or simply two different sections of the full-length transcript that have not been combined due to lack of sufficient sequence to pull them together.



Year Common Name Scientific Name
Assembly Size 

(GB)
Predicted Size 

(GB)
N50 Contig 

(KB)
N50 Scaffold 

(KB)

2011 Potato
Solanum tuberosum
L. 0.7 0.8 31.4 1320.0

2011 Orangutan
Pongo
abelii/pygmaeus 3.1 3.1 15.5 740.0

2011 Nake Mole Rat
Heterocephalus
glaber 2.7 19.3 1590.0

2011 Atlantic Cod Gadus morhua 0.8 2.8 690.0

2011 Coral Reef Acropora digitifera 0.4 0.4 10.7 190.0

2012 Gorilla Gorilla gorilla gorilla 2.9 11.9 914.0

2012 Oyster Crassostrea gigas 0.6 0.6 19.4 400.0

2013 Radish Raphanus sativus L 0.4 0.5 25.0

2012 Wheat Triticum aestivum 5.5 17.0 0.6 0.6

2013 Loblolly Pine Pinus taeda 20.1 22.0 8.2 30.7

Genome Assembly Statistics for Recently 
Sequenced Species
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The sequencing and assembly of large conifer genomes was a distant vision as recently as 2010. Today, we are poised, along with other groups around the world, to deliver multiple reference sequences for a range of conifers. The sea changes in sequencing technology, computational capacity, and software development have all come together to permit this rapid progress. Continued improvements in all sectors will permit refinements to these genome assemblies, and improved annotation and curation will provide useful genomic resources for basic and applied research.We conclude this presentation with results of a number of recently published genome sequences, and the 0.9 draft of the loblolly pine reference sequence assembly. Interested readers may check project websites for continually updated results of the PineRefSeq project (see “website resources” on following pages).  Download: http://loblolly.ucdavis.edu/bipod/ftp/Genome_Data/genome/pinerefseq/Pita/v0.9/BLAST: http://dendrome.ucdavis.edu/resources/blast/Data Release Policy: http://www.pinegenome.org/pinerefseq/Data_Use_Policy.pdf 



What use is a reference genome 
sequence to applied tree 
breeding ?



Applied tree breeding

• Primary goal: Produce improved genetic material for 
deployment as planting stock, while maintaining sufficient 
genetic diversity to manage risk.
 Understanding biological mechanisms is not a goal, but it can 

be a tool.
• Primary tool: Modeling the genetic basis of phenotypic variation 

in breeding populations.
 Phenotypes measured in field tests of progeny from 

structured mating designs.
 Genetic information primarily based on pedigree records
 BLUP (best linear unbiased predictor) relies heavily on kinship 

information!  



Applied tree breeding and genomic data

• For 20 years, tree breeders have been fascinated by the prospects 
of employing genetic markers to make tree improvement faster, 
less expensive and more efficient (MAS or marker assisted 
selection).
– QTL: quantitative trait locus
– Association genetics
– Genomic selection

• Though markers have found many routine applications today 
(parental exclusion, clonal identity, PMX/WPA, etc), MAS per se has 
largely not proven tractable until recently.

• Recent advances in sequencing technology and analytical 
approaches spur current interests. 
– Use of markers in kinship matrices for BLUP
– Modeling of genetic merit (genomic selection)



Where are we today with respect to a strategy for 
using genomic information in applied tree breeding?

• Approaches that rely on statistical associations between 
marker loci (allelic variants) and phenotypic traits, such as 
linkage based QTL or LD based Association Genetics, 
present obstacles to applied tree breeding. 

• A good, reliable and relatively modest sized marker set 
could be used now to dramatically improve estimates of 
kinship matrices in traditional BLUP analyses.

• Whole-genome modeling of genetic merit has potential for 
MAS based largely on kinship (identity by descent).



Predictive modeling of genetic merit

• A population derived from a limited number of parents mated 
in a structured design will be the initial test case 

• Identity-by-descent methods using parental haplotypes and 
progeny phenotypes will allow modeling contributions of 
chromosome segments to phenotypic variation.  

• No model selection or statistical significance testing required.
• Crosses among progeny will be used to test the predictive 

power of the models in the next generation

• Simply stated, the greater the proportion of a  progeny’s 
genome that comes from parents proven to be superior, the 
better. Markers can identify parental chromosomal 
segments precisely. 



Identity by descent and imputation (filling in the blanks)
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Nick – I interpret the red arrows as an indication that the exact location of recombination breakpoints cannot be determined in the segments between markers from different parents, so the base line in those segments should really be a dashed line with alternating blue and orange segments or something like that to indicate uncertainty. In describing the slide, it would be fair to note that although those segments of ambiguous origin are shown as comparable in size to the segments of unknown origin, in practice they are likely to be much smaller. We expect to be using many more than a dozen markers per linkage group, so the resolution of mapping recombination breakpoints will be much higher, and ambiguous segments will be on the order of 2% to 5% of the linkage group rather than 20% or more as suggested by this figure.



What use is a reference genome sequence
. . . in applied tree breeding?

• As a reference for re-sequencing elite individuals to identify 
functional alleles or haplotypes, and consequently, to provide 
superior estimates of kinship.

• As a physical map of marker locations, to guide imputation of 
missing genotype data

• Essential for matrix-based methods of analysis
• Allows accurate imputation of progeny from structured 

mating design based on known parental haplotypes

• As the fundamental framework for knowledge of conifer 
genes and regulatory elements, to enable future advances in 
MAS strategies as technology develops.



How does the reference genome 
sequence project intersect with 
the PINEMAP project?



PINEMAP Objectives

The genetics team is investigating the genetic basis of pine productivity and adaptive 
traits by conducting linkage and association mapping to identify alleles that can be 
screened in populations, helping to accelerate improvement of productivity and 
adaptive traits. 

The PINEMAP project is comprised of extension, education, and research elements, 
the latter of which includes a set of genetics objectives. 

The conifer reference sequence project will directly affect this effort by identifying 
all, or nearly all, of the genes in the loblolly pine genome, and inform scientists on 
the nature of gene regulation.



Landscape genomics attempts to explain which 
genetic and environmental factors play a role in 
how organisms adapt to their surroundings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 2: Landscape genomics is a newly emerging discipline that combines the fields of population genetics and landscape ecology to study patterns of demographic and adaptive genetic variation across highly diverse landscapes. The science of landscape genomics is driven by the merger of rapidly developing technologies in both genomics and GIS (Geographic Information Systems).  Wikipedia defines Landscape ecology as the science of studying and improving relationships between ecological processes in the environment and particular ecosystems. Genomics is the simultaneous study of an organism’s complete genetic complement.  With the ability to characterize the genetic basis of traits and map environmental variation better than ever before, the science of landscape genomics promises to bring an entirely new set of precise, diagnostic tools to the land manager. The drop-down circles seen in this photo imply that landscape genomics can inform us as to how plants have adapted to the variable landscape conditions. Before we proceed much further with the introduction of landscape genomics, it is worth taking a bit of time to reflect on the more traditional methods used to identify adapted planting stock, where tree improvement programs do not exist. 



Approaches and their relationships
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Slide 5:To elaborate on the contrast between approaches to identifying adapted planting stock, we fall back to the classic equation used by forest geneticists to describe the relationships between phenotype, genotype and environment.  The phenotype of a tree is what we can see or easily measure.  It is determined by the individual tree’s genotype at literally thousands of genes, and the environment in which the tree grows. Typically, phenotype has been the unit of selection. With provenance trials one seeks to identify associations between phenotypes and environments. For instance, it might tell you that trees from higher elevation, or more northern latitudes, in general, have later bud flush and are more cold hardy.  Tree breeders seek to understand the association between genotype and phenotype. For traditional programs genotype is defined by pedigreed families. For intensive tree improvement programs that use genetic markers, breeders seek to reveal associations between specific genes, and their alleles, with specific phenotypes like cold hardiness.  Landscape genomics, by contrast, seeks to identify associations between environments and genotypes, where genotypes are defined by knowledge of specific genes and their alleles.  The premise of landscape genomics is that phenotypic traits are distributed according to environmental variation because those traits affect fitness.  All approaches have utility, and may be used in complementary fashion, but come with different costs and constraints.  Tree improvement programs are costly, time and space consuming affairs that require large infrastructures and expertise. They are used for a relative few tree species and their products are deployed on highly managed plantations. Provenance trials are useful for species not under such intensive study, and provide wonderful insight into patterns of genetic variation across the landscape.  Well managed trials can track changes in provenance performance across time and space, but these experiments are also very expensive to establish and maintain, and their value can slowly degrade, especially if institutional oversight is lost. For both tree improvement and provenance trials, costs are distributed out over the life of the project.  Landscape genomics offers to provide basic information that should be valuable across time and space, and study of one species may lend itself to application in others.  Costs for this approach are mostly front loaded.  A comprehensive landscape genomics project could benefit from a small genetic field trial for validation of anticipated associations.  



What is the scientific basis?
An organism’s genetic makeup determines it’s adaptive 
potential and probability of survival in diverse and 
changing environments.

cold tolerant

not cold tolerant

Figure credit: Nicholas Wheeler, University of California, Davis
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Presentation Notes
Slide 6: Environmental factors like precipitation, temperature, soil chemistry and water holding capacity, insects and disease etc., determine which tree species, and individuals within species, survive and thrive in a given environment.  They do so by acting on the natural genetic variation within the species.  Trees with the best combination of genes will succeed and adapt, those with less favorable combinations will eventually perish. Consider the scenario shown above, representing a timeline of 200 years.  In this progression, a recently deforested landscape, scarred by fire, is naturally regenerated with a genetically diverse group of seedlings from one or more species of forest trees.  Colors represent trees with various combinations of genes that confer more or less cold tolerance.  In the beginning, they are relatively evenly distributed, as one might expect from seed that flies into the valley on strong winds from nearby populations.  Orange trees, with gene combinations that confer cold tolerance, eventually become dominant at higher elevations while green trees, lacking cold tolerance, become dominant at lower elevations.  Landscape genomic approaches can identify those suites of genes that confer adaptedness. 



Genotype by
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associations

Figure Credits: Eckert et al. 2010. Genetics 185: 969-982. Reprinted with permission of the Genetics Society of America 
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Presentation Notes
Slide 14: In 2010, Eckert et al. published a paper that described how their team identified an array of genes that appeared to be strongly associated with bioclimatic variables. The team gathered climate data from the WORLDCLIM 2.5-min geographical information system (GIS) layer and overlaid this on distribution maps of over 900 loblolly pine trees with known genotypes for over 3000 genes.   Monthly minimum and maximum temperatures, monthly precipitation, and 19 other bioclimatic variables were evaluated. The temperature and precipitation data were used to estimate potential evapotranspiration (PET) and an aridity index (AI) was defined as the ratio of precipitation to PET.  This was done on a quarterly basis. The pattern of aridity is illustrated here for the second quarter, across the Southeastern United States.  Environmental association analysis identified five genes associated with aridity gradients. The primary functions of gene products encoded by these loci were abiotic and biotic stress responses, as determined in previous studies. The relationships between genotypes and aridity are shown here for four of the genes. The genotype is defined here by letters on the x-axis of the graphs.  The letters designate the combination of alleles that an individual tree possesses at a given gene.  Take for example the upper left hand graph, showing the gene identified as  a photosystem II protein.  Of the 900+ trees in the study, some proportion of them had two C alleles (CC), some one A and one C allele (AC) and some two A alleles.  Collectively those groups occurred in areas of differing aridity, implying they contributed to the adaptation of those trees to those sites.  Studies such as these are very informative and can help guide decisions about what trees might do best in difficult environments or future climates.  Knowledge of which genes are associated with aridity in this species can likely inform which genes should be evaluated in other species for the same trait. 
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Presentation Notes
The sequencing, assembly, and annotation of such large genomes requires the collaboration of many scientists and technicians with varied and complementary skills. For this groundbreaking project, faculty and staff from seven Universities and Institutes are working together. 



Resources

http://www.extension.org/pages/60370/conifer-
translational-genomics-network-online-modules

Tutorial modules on conifer genomics available online

Module 16: Landscape Genomics
Module 17: Conifer Reference Sequencing – PineRefSeq

http://www.extension.org/pages/60370/conifer-translational-genomics-network-online-modules
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